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HUB: A Ne nvironment for Modeling
/

HUB is ready. The final p es of code have been written; implemented,
4

and debugged. The user Guide is back from the printer's. The only ques-

tion that remains is: What shoul we do with HUB now that we!vt got it

HUB was designed to .create a new environment for large-scale..computer

modeling. It is, above dll, an environment for. group communiaatiOn. Like

computer conferencinglystem, the emphasis is on providing ii...:place" that

a'gr up of people can shareand a set of procedures that.illow them to etc-7N

complish tasks.joinily rather than individually. In'HUB actimities, there

are transcripts to which all members of the group can contribute;Ahere are

opportunities to watch a group member run a program or make editorial changes

-* 'in a documentand to discuqs the best way to accomplish these tasks. The

.HUB program also provides other grou oriented information such as network -

patterns or simply status reports o how up-to,date\each meMber.of the group

Beyond its emphasis on, group communication, the HUB system emphasizes

structured communicationand a particular structure at that. The HUB en-

.vironment is organized into actiVities, and-different activities take place

in different :lettings. 'Just as we wouldn't expect a basketball team to play

basketball in their,strategy room, we dOn't expect modelers to exercise their

model in an electronic conference room. That's why HUB has several kinds Of
C.

activities. If modelers want to discuss basic modeling objectives and

strategies or coordi ate their work over several weeks or months, then the

relatively unstructu d en ronsvont of,a PLANET oonference may Oe most appro.^

priate. But if they want to ite a program or rurr it udder different con-,
, .

. .

ditions, they can move- to ,a progrmn workspace, Which is deSigned for jest

, that purpose. Or if they,want to write a. preliminarytrepprt tofthe client

or develop a guide for maintaining-and modifying a model, they Can work in
%

a documpnt workspace. Of-courie, all of these activities are related, so i,t .
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should be easy to move both people and infOrmatiolioamong:the various activi-

'ties.- This is the goal of HUB--to provide eaSy access to different cOmmuni-

cations settings "wider the same roof."'

A.thirecharacteristic of the HUB environMent.is the value placed on

interaction. HUt could be used in a lecture-type style with one persIon

generatihg most of the information and the rest of the group dimply "viewing"

this informati9n. But HUB has been designed to facilitate interaction as

much ap possible. An example is the program workspace. In.a program work-
.

space, only one person can run a program at a time. But dulting the course

of the run, other group'members (see the interaction between persons and pro-
.

gram) can send messages to the person running the program; and that person can
0

'send messages to the group. So the group can make joint decisions about the

°program run.;

The HUB environment also supports text-based communication. Like other

computer-based communication media, HUB requires the use of typed words to

express ideas, opinions, and social meaning. But it also goes further than

text-based communication to proviae possibilities for numerical and tab r

information. .That is, through the program workspa --and specific ly

through the use of programs--people can communicate .in a languag ;other

than their spoken language. In limited ways, tWey can also communicate

graphically. (This capability for graphic communitation will be greatly

enhanced wien the shared visual space is'implemepted in HUB.*)

Another feature of the HUB environment.is the perfianence of the commu-

nication. HUB maintains transcripts of the communication and work done in

all of the types of activities. Thus, documentation--a problem that plagues

modeling efforts--becomes partially automatic. Further, the document work-

space supports the joint preparation of formal reports, which can draw on

the material recorded in the other HUB edtivitigso- Records can also be

modified or stored in private files outside of the HUB system.

This recOrd of cununication, combined with HUB's ability to recognize,.

WO has seen what infrmation in an activity,,creates a flexibility of time

in communicating via HUB. 'As in most aomputer conferencing systems,

*For a descript
Lipinski, Robert P

I, Part 1: gxtendi

tic

on of the plans for the shared visual apace, see Huberf
tit and Kathleen S. Vian, Interactive Group Modeling,

Group Communication through Computers, Report R-44.

1
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communication can be synchronoup or asynchronous. Members of a.modeling

team Can work when it is most convenient for them; they.can also catch gp

or comment on the work of others at their convenience. For example, although'

they may not want to stand arodnd while one of their colleagues is Changing

the A-matris values in a KSIM prograM,* they(could want to make suggestions

about what those-changes might be. And they certainly Would like to see the

.tesults, comment on them, and possibly try out changes of their own. They

can do all of.these things agynchronously--when they are online alone.

Finally, the HUB eriVironment is a geographically dispersed environment

that encourages use of remote resourcesboth human and computer resources.

Since HUB is implemented on a network, modelers using the.system can gain

access to a wne variety of programs and.data bases on a variety of compu-
,

tiers without having to leave a Single program workspace--and without having *

to leave thecommunication capabilities of HUB. Furthermore, the modeling

team'can include people who are geographically separated. HUE not only allows

them to coordinate their workwith eadh other, but also allows them actualli

to work together.
41 .

. .

All of these characteristics create a working environment that ls dif-
i

ferent from the ones in which models 'have been designed, built, tested, and

presented in the past. It would not be surprising, then, to find that inode

developed using the HUB system are different from other models or that the

way they are developed differs from the ways they have traditionally been

Jeveloped. The question that we posed earlier, though, still remains.' HoW

should HUB'be used? What kinds of modeling efforts are most likely to bene-
.

"

fit from the features found in the HUB environment? How might they be best

organized? And what will be HUB's impacts on the model itself?

In the following pages, we explore the possibilities for using HUB in

the modeling pro5,4Ss. We have selected four examples of promising uses--

not uses that have beeh tried and tested yet but uses that we think should

be.

*SeHubert LipinsMi and John Tydeman', "Cross-Impact Analysis - -Extended
AIM," utures, vol. 11, no. 2,, April 1979. elb

;
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Promising Uses and Possibie Impacts

To analyze any modeling effort, we start by asking three simple questions:

.What is being modeled?
Wtir is it being modeled?

HOw should it be modeled?
,

Every modeling team h'iti answers to'these questions, whether or not its

members ever'state them explicitly (and whether or not the answers they state

explicitly are the real answers)). But for different modeling efforts, one

or another of alese questions will be the most important. Some efforts will

focus on crarifying the pature.of the system to be modeled without question-

ing its possible end uses and :kpout any commitment to any particular modeks

ing approach. Others will start with an objective--very often an organize-

tional rather, than analytical objective--and des the model as well as the

modeling process to meet that. objective. Still 'others will start with a

methodological que tion and.select the "what" and "why" of the model to test

that methodological question.

. In looking fbr promising uses of the HUB system, we have sought a range

of possibilities. that ,(1) emphasize different questions as'starting points

and (2) might really benefit from one or more of the. HUB features. In this

chapter, we describe four of these possibilities. Ihe first is one in which

the question. of "what" is foremostl.in fat, the purpose of thi'modeling.

effort is to define what the problem is. The second and third possible uses

are "why" examples. The seCOnd is an effort to use modeling specifically to
. . -

.

improve commUnication amdng)actore in a situation. The third also focuses
..

on a.communication need: -the need for policymakers to have better tools to

help them in decision-making. This emphasis on appliedluse of the model

raises one,Of'the most trgablesone problems in modelihgietnagement-.-

documentation. Finally, the fourth possibility is a "how": example. It is

primarily a methodological study concerned with ways of linking models to-

gether. I.



SCENARIO 1: WHAT ON EARTH IS THE PROBLEM?

Things are a messl

There are gas lines, and meat prices keep climbing. The American family

is falling apart. Teletrision is'boring, and nothing new is'happening in

music. It's July, an tholes in the streets from lt winter still

haven't been repaired..,

This is the en nt in w ch most decision-maker* have to operate

today. Sometimes, t is relatively asy to isblate the 'problem to be e4-

drestied hsf' the decision-maker. But ften "the prqblem" i so complex and

many-sited that the most pressing problem is to figure out what the problem

is.
. .

This process of problem formulation or definition is itself a process

11
nillimAilling. It is a process of generating issues or variables that con-

ute the problem space and of identifyiAg relationships.among these vari-
.

es. unlike many modeling problems, however, problem formulation stresses
k_

4

xpanskjn of the list of variableS, since the objective is to construct

th hest ssible picture of the problem situation. And the specification

of ions'hips among variables is not so much to predict outcomep or even.

to understand the operation of the.syStem, but rather to gairvan apprecia- .

4

tion of'the diversity of perspectives about the problem situation. The prob-

lem formulatiqn that emerges- out of such a process is likely to be peen as

0
more relevant to decisions of many key actors than a problem statement that

is made preMaturely or arbitrarily... ,

Such-a probleftormulation process emphasizes group communicationp to

expand issues and obtain a diversAy of perspectives requires input from ;

-many. people. It also require:J.80nd structured commudication ip order to

organize the many variables andtperspectiwis. For these reasons, we think

HUB has some promisingiapplications,improblem formulation, as suggested by

the following scenario.
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The sitaation is this: a state agency'has 6ontracte4 with'a consfilting
.

gg,

firm to aid it in defining what kind of research would be most useful in

.planning not only its budget and staffing, but also possible changes in its

services and overall organizAtioftover the next live years. The project has
g

the enthusiastic support,of a high-ranking official,in the agency, who has

convinded members of all of the regional offices to participate in.the

The. charge to the client is iO clevelop*an effective procedure for them to

jointly define their research'needs. The agency doesn't want the process-

to take a long time--six weeks at most.--or to be too disruptive of the day-
,

-;day retponsibilities of the regional participants..

This is the way they might use ZU114. the 'consulting firm begins witAis
4

* quick series di face-to-fade interviews with each of the participants !tom

the agency in order to gather tde r impressions of the major issues the

agency will need to address over next five years. The interviews also

enable the cohsultants to get to know the participants. Next, -they estab-

lish a PLANET conference in HUB to feed back the issues '(anonymously)-to

the entire group. Over the next week, the group discusse0 these issues and

finds that, as a result'of the discussion', the nuMber of issues has more

than doubled. At the same time, the.consulting group has interviewed repre-

. sentatives of several o4side groups with an interesein the agency, iden-
,

t4ng issue's that they feel are crucial.fer the near future. These'issues

are also presented and discussed in the PLANET conference.

From thds initial list of issues, the cobsulting teeth selects a number

of variables to be structured in a forecasting model. The team sets up the

program for the model in a program workspace, demonstrates its use, and

encourages the rest of the group to experiment with different values and

relationships for the variables as well as with different variables. Some'

of them do this jointly, some do if individually, and others just watch.

This generates discussion, b9th in e program workspace in cozrectlon with

speCific runs and in the PLANET con erence that is still runnin

716-
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At the'beginning of the fifth week, the consulting team invites the

participants to begin to list their ideas about research needs.. The team

takes thisjoini list, together with a prelimdnarteourvey of related'research

already completed, to a face-to-face meeting wish the group at the end of tile

'sixth

I.

An obvious benefit of HUB in this situation is a practical one: a group

of people in several different locations can work jointly on a problem over a

period'of six weeks wittlout severely disrupting their wori schedules. From

this pracical benefit flow the intellectual benefits of more time to re-
,

flect on the work being done, more immediate responses than might be possible

with a series of face-to-face meetings, and the opportunitylfor an $nterplay

between the ideas being discussed in the conference d immediate events tak-

ing place on the "home turf" of each.of the participnts.

But more significarlt is the capability of HUB to p ide a focus and

structure for comparing perceptions and assumptions about the problem situa-

tion for the agency.' In this case, the structure,was a forecasting program.*

We expect that the various runs of the prOgram would bring.a number of in-
.

quiries about the rationale, about the° assumptions behind particular choices

of variables,or values follivariablts. Similarly, the results of.the runs

should prompt discussion of various interpretations. Of course, 'they will

most like/y also lead to'some .new learning about the users' environment--the

prolgram can display relationships and oonseguences'of relationships that are

difficult to conceptualize in one's Yiead. It might even produce some sur-

prises that suggest entirely new issues or ways of viewing-the environMent.

The use of such 'programs in the context of group communicati9n--Could pxoduce

intellectual insights as well as foster a common group unders ding of the

protess being modeied.

*For a summary of some of the structural
a program may be drawn, see George G. Lendaris
tural Modeling--A Bird's Eye View," Portia
Program, February 1977.

Mk.

. .

deling tools from which such
nd Wayne W. Wakeland, "Struc-
te University, Systems Science
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HUH offers some other minor benefits in.this situation.' For example,
,

its recordkeeping capabilitywould allow the group to review ideas contin-

uously--a capability thaf is'probhbly'useful in any brainstOrMing situation.

Also, as used 4n this scenario, it provides some inifIal anonymity. in the
listin4 of issues, and such anonymitSt can also promote less.inhibited'Parti-

cipation in brainstorming.

At tho same time, though, we suspet that there are a number of things

that could go wrong in this bse of HUB.,, Problems of participatico are modt
(likely. Using any computer conferenpin4 system requires a commitmen to .the

group and a perceiyed need to communicate. The opportunities for a lack of
.such commitment seem plehtiful in the situation weshave described) although

it helps to have a high-ranking offiCial fully behind the effort. Buttbe-

yond the inherent passiveness Of a computer-ba ed system, the use of any

forecasting program may be intimidating to some rs of the team. The
ability of the Consulting team to teath the group o use'the program is

critical; if some membeNi feel unsure and insecua, they might simply drop
wout or sabotage the whole conference in some' way. tarticipatiOn does not

necessarily mean running the program, though. Some people may choose to:com-

ment on,t runs and offer suggestions and.thus remain active participants with-

out actually doing their own runs.

Another potential problem is that'the discussion in.BUB is 90 dif

from,face-to7face co1huni9ation that participants may become frustrate by a

feeling of informkon overload and be Unable to extract any learning from

the process,. The PLANET conference certainly has the capability tb'promote

mushrooming, nonsequential ideas--heAce its value for brainstorming.. However;

the group needs to be patient With this process. One consolation, of course,

is that subsequent runs of an.,interactive forecasting program should help to

structure some of those ideas. But whatAf they don't? .It is possible to

imagine that the group members mi 1 .end- ut; going!off:and running the

programby themselves without e ing and coMmenting. on' other runs.

Then their would not only not kno thers were interpreting-the relation-

shipi$ they wOuld not even know- wla runs e others had seen.

12



level of control over dOnfeilleriCe.. On one hand, it would be 4-mistake
Ao, , 4

'for them to let a Situation suct as Ihe'onelve just ,noted arieer ton the ot.ler

hand, a lot, of thellearntrap and communication will probably ocCi.sx, as a re-

6

04
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Finally, it may be difficult for the consulting tamosp find ttlh right

s1.11..Clf 4-4e (freedom for ..0e- group° Tembers to' exPlore the *program wortepace ...

on their own. And Ade 4eedom 'Couldbe a liAle threatening, to the consult-.
,.. 4

ing team, particularly if'it Jsas...doOts ,about the value pf its- tiiiin,,COntribu-
,, . . .

don and the process it is prompting,,.. .

v.

, 4
, . . .

..
., % n

,4, ,
in.the next two years, as we test OM in situ nAgatio like" these,- Ve will ..A.

4 . ., ,4,

,,,
s

..

'.4 want.to watch to see f. cur antigipated behe' mfits. or proble emerge. we
.

i.,

w4istr to pay particUlai atilntion to the strategies that seem to promote
k . . t

/ the befiefite 'and 'avoid the.problems.

!tt
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SI:AE.0MR tp)mIsING'usEs OF HUB

FOR. PROBLEM FORMULATION

4

Use of thd program workspaCe to 'Compare alternative. "structures".Of

the problem situation. There are a wide range of 4eneral-purpose,'

'modeling packages (such as*SIM, ISM, ASSESS, among otherethat can
.

be used to deve1o0 a structunkfor the-problem situation. Rhther

than explore different variables.and values.for vaYiakoles, as was
4

described in Scenario i, a group might select a limited%set of vari-
v

ables and use those variables-in a variety of different structuring

programs. Discussion would focus on-the diffetent relationships ' 40

that mipt eiterge Using,these different progiams.
.

,0 .

Use of the PLANET conference to identify issues.'.The initial. dafini=

tion and structuring,of>a problem ofen invollveq the'input from a

number of professionals. The PLANET-donference-provides a way for
..

people who irb geographically separated-, or who are unable to meet

simltaneouslyp,ib generate issues and structure relationships among

variables.

Use of the .program workspeceftto'tesemodel structure. The'program

workspace4enables model builders to iast working sub:-componenis of
-

the modeli to,relate-,results to* the postulated problem.structures;

and to test the sensitiNity of changes in parameters. It is possible'

to comment and assess-simultaneously as the model undergoes changes.

4

..1

14,
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SCENARIO 2; SPEAKING TRE SAME LANGUAGE

4.

a

4

" .'There are lots of reasons for building a model: to provide assistance

iR plahning, to develop.skills in conceptuaAizing a complex ptdblem,. to in-

fluence the wail': others,see the world, to explain.phenbmena that have.not pre-

viously been expl ned. W1.l of these reasons swigest the need for some comr-

munication, even though communication may not be the primary motive for the

modeling effort.

Improvingicommunicition among the principal actors in a situation may,

howler, be a focal reason fo modeling. The modeling process forces par-,

ticipants' to make some of their assuMptions about the world explicit. In

simplilying reility,as all,modele must, the participants point to those

eleMents which seem most important to them..., In,assigning values to variables

orTreparing data for input, they get a more detailed understanding of how

each of them is viewing the world. -Ey running the model with different
I

.

values for variables, they come to understand how important or unimportant

differences in perceptions about those values are to the'outcome. And by .

,

.jciintly working on a Common-task, they provide at least a foudation for a
. .. .

,

'continued working relationship beyond_the modelihg effort.

.At:the same time, the key actors probably do not have the,skAlls to

build'a model thembelves. If they hire a'groUp of modelers to build Xhe

model, chances are'that.a lot-of those decisions which should provide the

'basis for improved communication will be'made by the Modelers and one or

two of:tne actors who are working closely with the.modelers-7or diM151y by

the:MOdelers themselves. Furthermore,.the group might t4en be asked to

"buir into" the mbdel without really knowing What it 1.0 cJr why they should
s, 4

trustsit. As a result, the modeling.effort actually becomes a barrier to
, .

the communicationprocess.

HUB dould heirthis situation in several"wayst it could be lip much

the way we described in Scenario 1, in the problem formulatidn'stage, using

general-purpose modelidg packages. It Could also helv by proviOing:Improved
1

15
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documentation,, as will be described in Scepario 3.v But a real inncivtion in

r

.6the modeling process might be to make theedhtire model much'more interactive,'
i
leaving tOom for the key actors td make more decisions as the model is run-

,

,ning. ,In form, such a model would be like a simulation game, except that

the "players" would have much more control over the rules and much more know,-

/edge of the roles than in typical simulation games. This promising use of

4itcB might unfold as follows:

The situation is this: two-divisibns of a corporation are exaidning the

possibility of sharing some of their resources, including warehouse space,

transportation facilities, and data processing services. While upper manage-
,

ment believes that such a.change would result in lower costs and reduced

'energy needs, they also anticipate alot of resistance from:middle management.

Thus, they have hired a team of analysts 'to develop a model to help them plan
4

for the new system. Assuming that the middle managers will be more enthusi-

astic if they help plan the system, upper management asks the team of analysts

to involve foUr key manS0ers from each of the divisions in the process.

This is the way*they might use HUB:, the team develops an interactive

simulation in two stages. .The first stage models'phe existing systems in

the two divisions. Bach manager is consulted in a face-to-6face interview in

0 .this process, and the,progress of the 'modeling effort is reported in a )14/tET'

Nconference to which all of.the managers have access. The regulting two

models can be exercised by the managers. The exercis consists of-running

each mode/ in a program workspaces since the managers are online at the same

time, they make decisions *individually or'in teams at var us poiks in the

program run. Discussion focuses on the results of the r s and the alloca-..

tion of decision-making responsibility.

The second stage attempts to Model the conversion process. The m6del-
,

ing team 'Ind 47 managers d9 this jointly. As the managers of one division

make decisions that affect the operation of 'the other diVision, the model

builders begin to construct links that describe the.effects. This is ac-
,

6omplished asyfichronously over a period of several weeks. The retlt ls

I.
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a third model that represents ,a coMbined system and that can be exercised

much the way the firit,set of modls was, only'with all managers partici-
-

.
A

.

pating together. Here, the disbUssion focuses oe,unforeseen problems,and
. .-

opportunities.as well as on the identification of 'areas'in which cooperation

or clarification of responsibility and. authority will be needeg. It a'lso

provides an bverview of the types of de61sions that each of them'must make.
, \

that they would not normally anticipate. Based on this.discussio#, de(-

velop a set of recommendations regarding the.best procedures for impleifienot-!

ing the'changeover.

HuB provides a unique and fundamental advantage for this kind of model-
,'

ing effort--the ability for a group.of geographically separated people to

interact w.ith a program. This easy-to-use interactive capability means that

joint human-computer simulation of a process is encouraged.' The human
A

players can thup become partfOipants.7in the formulation of-the model,' with.

a better understanding .of the model's assumpilons, as well as each other's.'

The mOdel builders can.construdt the model on the basis of the kinds of

decisions the humans make'iather than:predefining the kinds of decisions the

model 'can deal with. In ahort, it.is a very different way of doing modeling.

Beyond this ability to in'vOlve the decision-makers'in the, modeling

process, HUB creates an environmmnt in whiCh a group such as our fictitious

*managers can learn not only about the system being modeled, but about their

relationship to the'system being modeled.- They can see who is called upon

to make decisions, thelkinda of decisfons they need.to make, and.even the

motivations for those deciaions. They can see the,relationship between

their own decisions and those of others. And since all of this occurs in a

oontext of group oommudication, they.can discuss what is going-tm.

,-
qhe ability of HUB to support communication among geographically sepa-

ratdd people is, of course, fundamental since-,.in this scenario, We have

actors in at least three separate ldcatiops.

4

4
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HUB's ability to support 'both synchronous and asynchro6pus communication
. ,

is also,important in this scenario. we expect the synchkonous model to be

ideal for exerciding a simulation model with 4 group of decisionJmakers; in

-a very short .tiMe.,.they Can raise many of the issues regarding the operation

/ of the system and their own decision-making processes. At the same time,
.1

. the asynchronous mode is critical to the model builders; who need tiie.Per.

tween decisgons--or runs of the devel6ping constru7t and modify

the model., 0

This time flexibility could be a problem, however. It would be easy for

mánagerstb.lose interest in the process if several days'and much discussion

were to coi4 between their decisions apd the cOmputer's interpretation of
0

their im ts.-- And since the computer doesn't beckon them when it's time

for a new 4=144pay,, they may ji:st not come back.

Another probleffi might.arise from the game-like qualitY of the modeling

process. A model can'never match the real world si.n complexityf thus, the

simulation could appear oversimplified, and the managers might not take it

seriously. ThS'y might even feel that it is undignified and be reluctant to

participate. Alternativ91y, they might "play the-game," but treat it as a

game and not make decisions that are representative of their decisions in
1111

real life. In either ase, it.is important to discuds those parts of ere

model which seem overstMp11fied rather than letting the group ignore them.

The dYnamics of such &modeling process will inevitably reveal a lot

about the interpersonal relationships among the managers, and some-of these
'

relationships may need.gimproyemelt. That is, after &11,,one of the primery

purposes of the exercise. However, the,mAnagers may be reluctant to address

these interpersonal issues in the presence of an outside team of analysts.

Perhaps even worse would be a. tendency to pse the modeling team as process

consultants: most modelers are hardly qualified to,assume such a role!

Finally,"while a sOulation game Is less threatening than a formal meet-

ing, it can.still be.threatening if the managers feel that they are somehow

beir,?g tested, partiomlarly in 1,,he presence of their peers. If the exercise

is to promote coMMunication among them, then, someone,is going to have to

dO something to establith an atmosphere of trust.



SOME OTHER PROMISING uns.or RUB

POR PROMOTING dommuacATION

Use of aTrogram workspace to!promote.communication among'

experts in a 'field. A group of experts coulnd be invited to
0 eqe"-\'exercise" one.or more models in.a program workspace. The

runs would emphasize alternative values for variables, with.
4

discussions.of the ashumPtions underlying those values. Aide

'the actual model runs might yield some insights-about the

sensitivity Of the model.to alternative, assumptions about

values fbr the variables, the real major objective would be

to increase the experts' understanding bf one anothees astUnp-.

tions'and world views, and perhaps to encourage some synthesis.

4). Use of PLANET and program workspaces to promote communication

between the model builder and the client: Trie HUB system might

be exercised much astjust described. A newly developed model

. would be exercised by a:group of experts, together with the

model builder6 and the client. Such a use would (1) allow

1.

eVeryone to-discuss the alternative values for:important vari-

ables; (2) allow the group to test the sensitivity of die

model, tAariations in values that are particularly interest-
,

ing.to.the clientv an4.(3) provide tbe client with a critique
,

of the model by the experts.

Use of the piogram wOrkipace bo train future users of tlie
.0!

j
"model. 4 the model is to be run and maintained by a group .

ottier titan the model builders, the p ogram workspace could 6e

used to train these utters. They could participate in trial
. .

,

runs, with the builders observing and commentinloon'thsir runs'

as appropriate. This process might also suggest particular

docilmentation needs that might have gone unnoticed.

,
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SCENARIO 3: WE VE GOTTEOPLE DIGGING

THE RIVER FOR CLAY 12 WATCHES A DAY1

go

One Of the most disappointing failures of large-scale computer models

has,been their lagki.,of impact(On the policymaking process. Ais failure has

malig possible auses. But the one thatis cited most frequently is the lack

)of adequate documentation.*

The proposed solutions to this problem have been.standards and'disci-
.

p/ine. The' Dppartrnent of Defense has' answerd the callifor standards by
. .

producing a 'lengthy vblume of specifibations.for the documentation of come-
0 .

puter priprams. Since people are wary.Of .the natural ability of modelers

(or anyone else) to exercise selfdiscipline, it has been proposed that,one .

or more members of a modeling team be included solely to document the effort.

It seems.c)ear that many modeling projects will not take such a formal

approach to documentation. In fact, such an approach to documentation might

conjure up a scene in a recent science-fiction spoof of computers and commu

nication technology. In it,.noVelist Rob Swigart transports us back to the
4

days Of Gilgamesh in Sumeria and suggests some of the problems that GilgamePh

might have had meeting DOD-like specs for documentation:

"I look glum, huh? Well, I am gliam. You got(ime started on this damn
recordkeeping and filing and liptpning to complaints and all the rest
of this stuff, and frankly, I'm.going nuts. The gods hate me and
won't talk to me anymore. 'I haven't heard a thing frbm Lugplbanda
since last week. I,spend all my' time reading these damn reports.*Ato
much barley here, so much wheat there, So many es'of walls built, lb
many ea fallen down, so many iku of graim plantsd, so maRy harvested,
so many spears and bows and arrows and helme'ts in the warehouses, so

many es of canals broken down'and not repaired, to much grain eaten

by rats, Do you.realise that since we started this recordkeeping,
the scribes'have Oiled four huge rooms with clay tablets, and that's
this manth along. Ang\here" he waved his elbow at the litter on

40
*see esp4cially Saul I. Gass, Computer Model Documentation: A Review

cand an Approach, Univerdity of Maryland, College of Bubiness and Management,
1978.prii

t'
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the table. "Notes! I use up tons of clay just- taking notes. I've
got people digging tha.river for clay tweite watdhes a day, sunup to
sunup, and we still can't seem to collect enough clay. It's awful:-
Ouch!" He had put his elbOw down on a jagged piece of clay.*

.

.116

4Modelers don!t have to worry about scraping tIleir elbows on a jagged piece.
..

of computer code, but they do need to keep documentaticin efforts from run-
ning away with the modeling project. Our third pro ising use of HUB concerns
this need.I.

* *

The situation is. this: a team of four is,hbuilding a model that involves

an extensive regression analysis to develop a set of equations for foredast-
*

ing future patterns of use of nationaikforests. Inall, they will-probably

need over 75 "runs" of the regressiot program,. Different members of the

project team will be making the'runs at different iimes. They will need to
keep track of who has run the program, whichyariable combinationswere
'tested, what the results'were, and what new runs the results suggested; then
they will need to record this infdrmation for the client and select and

label the significant.runs far an interilm report.: Since all 'Of the team

members have.other project commitments and will be tr'aveling off and on
duiing this process, they will have trouble keeping up, on a daily basis,

with the progress of the runs; they will also have some difficulties dis -

I
results and next steps. And since they are huMan, they are

.

.likely to become inundatwd by stacks and stacks of computer printouts that
1

.are incompletely labeled or not labeled at all.
,

'e.

This.is the way they.mighe use HUB: 400 activities are set up. The
first is a travel coAeFence in PLANET. This is used whenever one of the

project team is traveling to coordinate the project or for general discus-

sions about the regression analysis. The second actiVity is a program work-,
space in which the regressiop'program can be run. The group agrees to one

(--protocol in running the program: that at the beginning ofirach run they

will include a brief comment describing the-run. Thus, whenever the team

*Lb swigart, The Time Trip, Boston: Houghton mifflin co., 1979,
pp. 4151-52.
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members want to know the status of the regression analysis, they check into

the program workspace, HUE indiCates with an' asterisk which runs thay haven't

seen, and they review these runs, using the "COMMENTS ONLY" restriction, so

that they.obtain a Vsting of the runs plus the initial comments that de-

Scribe the runs. For'example:,

Regression [23] Run by Smith 7-Aug-79 910 AM

[Comment 1] Smith.

This run Will concentrate onLths,variables DISCRETIONARY INCOME and
OIL PRICE. They will be foraTin the first.regression step, and we
cal see what r squared results. It will also be interesting to see *
thW order in which the other variables are chosen in subsequent steps.

Of course, they sometimes also want to see complete transcripts of kome of .

the runs and.comment on them. When all of the regressions have been run,

.one project member agrees to document the Work. Using the documant work-

space, she prepares a brief report outlining:the approach that has been taken

and the assumptions underlying it. She inclAides an overview of the regression
t

runs and the conclusions that have 'been drawn from them. To this report'she

\appends a list of all runs with comments and the entire transcriFts for the .

10 critical runs. The report is then copied and P laced-in n9tebooks for a

face-to-face meeting with the client before proceeding bp the next step.

HUB seems promising in this situation for sevdrai reasons. Thee first

is that it tends tecapture docuMentation informat n at the time of the

run. The user has to enter the HUB program worksjce in order to use the

program. commenting on the run then involves the same kind of behavior as

running the programr-typing at the terminal, waiting for prompts from the

system, and responding% ocumentation becomes a mob° natural extengion of

the run itself and is thus easier; it is also more likely to(capture the iim

mediate thoughts o the person doing the run, rather than requiring that.the

user reconstruct them minutes, hours, or daYs ater., iUrthermore, this in-

forryition As jux,taposed to the run--or even the portion of the run--to which

it refers.,
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(1) ,

HUB also captures somssinformation autamaticallyt eveVif th4.èer does
,

not provide comments. it captures the run transcript
4

itselB4.together with

the time and date it Wits run ai well as the name of the'person who Andt

and.a run. nutter. It thus provides am autoMatl-P f4.ling systemi:from which .
-

transcsipts can be:retrieves by'date* py number, or by authdrInaime. (It is

also possible to retrieve by keyword if that" is appropriate...)

The sans features that provide this easy-to-acoess transcript file also.

make it possible to obtain a quick overview of what has been done and by

whom.. This makes the system a useful management tool as well as an aid in

preparing summary documentation for a client, as suggested by the scenario.

Finally, HUB provides a documed' nt works oe in which reports can be

prepared. Here,lts in the program,workspace,' there is emphasis on group.
4

.

interaction and.collaboraticn. All grouP members can'comment on a document

or edit it and explain their Changes. Each time a user enters the workspace,

all changes that he or she has not seen, along with explanatory comments,'are,

automatiCaIly displayed,
,

Now, what could go wrong? Obviously, users might not be,motivated
.

enough to meet even the minimal reqdrement of one comment at the beginning
,-..,...

of the run. In some case's, they might"even choose not to store a run (this
L

is possible in HUB) because they feel it was insignificant or perhaps con-

tained an error that .was emparrassing in some way. Information would cer-

tainly be lost'in.this case, but tht loss is no mole likely to occur than g

dr,!*

in traditional ways of panning.programs and documenting runs.

a

The situation couldl.however, be worsened if tip System led to misin-

formstion rather than just the loss of information. For example, if comments

were not clear ,or not adequate or if there were unrecognized misunderstand-

ings' about the terms being used, misUnderstandings about the analysis itself

might result. Sqms runs might.be duplicated, while others might be omitted;'

Or the wrong run might be seAected for oonructing the eqUations. This.

situation would be even more .troublesame if the group placed too much faith

in the "systematic" quality ofkthe HUB proceis.'

Also, the group might be seduced into placing too much confideAce in

the ability of HUB to capture the really'importafit oommukication About the

4.

It
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,

runs. In foot, the most. important discussions--the ones that lead to..

decisions-=are likely' to occur face-to-face or even:over the t lephone. This

okay: NO one evectiLodolers to take up'permanent res e ci in HUB. But
..".".

:if mod41.ers. *ink that"they are automatically gather ng of the important

de6isi9ns'4they may' negleCt to record some vital information outside the

system.

EI

Finally, we can speculate that all of this'recordkeeping might make.

some members of the project team a little nervous, a little resentful, or

both. After all,,if one person has done'more than two-thirds Of the runs

when the workload is supposed to be sharedoquallY, the inequities are going

to show up. Differences in skill levels may show up, too, and discourage

some people froni'participating. In such cases, HUB may inhibit communication

more than promote it.

,

01,

4
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OTHER PROMISING. USES OP HUB

14R MOC6MEXATION
)

Use of a program workspace as A personal wOrkboOk for exercising

a program or,model or for developing a program.% The use would be
.

similar io that outlined in the scenario just describ d, except

that it would be a Personal record rather $han a g conference.

Use of the. document workspace as a per:atonal. noteboak./ Each member

of a modeling team Might want tamaintain a set of personal. notes

.about the project..-These nates might.in8lude questions to be

raised, ideas coverning /later stages of the project, and the kinds

of notes.pne often jots down on the backs of envelopes during the

course of a research effSrt.

,l Use.of a PLANET conference by geographicallY separated members of

a project team to document assumptions about the model.. The PLANET

conference might be used to conduct a general discussion of the

variables and their relationships as well as other:models of the

same process. The'conference orejanizer could then aria

I

yze the

i transcript, to identify assumptions. TheSe could be li'ted for the

grow to comment on expaicitly. With revisions, they could be in-
,

cluded in a report to. the client. (The client might even beAn-

cluded in such a conference.) s ' 4,

Us; of the document workspace 'to write, podify, and anno6te code_

and to document assemptions made Iv programmers in the coUrse of
;

..impltAmenting a:model: Since the dotument.workspace ls designed for

joint editing, it may actually encouragelCant programming as well

.as a record of changes.in the Code, togethax with reaions for those,

changes. Often programmers realize'thatthey have to make some

assumptions that.were not specified by the modeling team as a whole.

As these occur, they can be noted, in Ore cdde, and memos can be pre-,

'pared for grow diem:3810n.
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.of SCENAR/0 4s THE EMPIRICAL 1.4Nr

00

HUB is first and foremost:a cammuniCation environment. But it is also

a laboratoey in whichexperlments can be .0:inductedexperiments in modeling:

methodology. With its capability for structured group cOMmunication and its

, automatic recdrdkeeping capabi es, HUB provides an..1.0e0. setting for ex-.

ploring empirical apptoaches to some' of the problems that Confront. modeliiig

today.

An example is the linking of submodels. This process, which is .one of

the critical issues in,large-scale'mtling, can be 'viewed as a process of

building conmunidatiOn channels among theesUbmodels. .The effectiveness of'

::. the coMposite model 'will-depend on the characteristics of these ahannels.

SoM'e of thesa characterlstics will be technological: How is the information

transmitted? How co4ckly? How frequently? .0ther.characteristipsof the

communication channel are more cultural. ifihen the-oiltput of onti model is

not exactly what is required-as input to another, then interpretation of the
itoit

output is reguired. Hcw is_this done? How does it depetid.,on the background
. /S-

and Idews of the personyWho is linking the models? The,way that these

questionsboth technological and cultural-l-are answered in linking.submodels

--will depend on three considerations:

4

1.

.First, Oerware thioretioal considerations .

questioh othow a time-dependent

to a static model. '

A good example

model. should Xo'gically ,PS

Second,* there are software oonsiderations. Software choiceS:fot.

the'individual'models will inevitably panstrain .tile.tyre

that is canstructed.. Software caimbilities, in general, will shape
4

both the.technological' and cultural'oharacteastids of the domMuni-

cation channel.
fi

rina4y, there are,interpr;tive considerat4ons. When no autPmatic

link exist* between a pair of submodels, a usei.ok cite model must

1f
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a.

lnItTrpretthe results' of each in thjilieght of the other. This is ,
v

ft heighl'selective process, .which varies from utter to user. When
,

,-- the Communication channel iv construct:6dt it must provide some means.
1 ,, ,for this kind of 'selection andIintexpretatiribn.
F.

The HUB environment provides.a particularly good Opportunity .to examine
the interpretive p oaess empirically and. to .constuct lids based on the
results of this obse ation. The following scenario suggests how such an
empirical qapproach tVlinking submodels might proceed.,

. .

F.

r

.*
.

-This is the situation: a team of me% deleri, social scientists
,puter scientists is working on an experimental project to develop

41

ology for linking submodels. They want Vo tuse an empirical appr

4

d.com-
.

meth6d-
;

observ- .

F.

ing how different groups-of hitman users of the models interpret synthesize',
and 5use the dpformation in various submodels and then 'identifyi g 'procedures
for doing this autpmatidally- via computer.

0

-This is the- way theu might use HUB: the team estabAishes,,several itro-
gram,workspaces. EachQ these workspaces includes tWo or more submodels
(of varying complexity) that are to be` linked.' The tests involve use'of
thesubrtridels by a variety of different' ssubjectewho ran4e train lag' peoide
to social scientists and experie ced modeilerS. ch test, One .or moreP

.

people areyirst ..briefi:d in a PLANET conference. *Meg' are'given problems
dir to solve htliat require usink iniormat;ton IT; all of th.e submodels in the

worksace. Sometlmes the tasks call for using inforMation frail one or more
submdels irf running. another', hut this integration pf Models`maY require

.,,
considerable ingenuity and interpretation.

The analysis of' the tests ilncludes: (1) using the NUB intertictive
monitor to track the -flow of information, (2). pontent analyses of tran--,

scripts of the runs-in the program workspaces to find obinmonalities and
,

'differentes in the way the sabjects approach the problem, and (3) direct
a ,questioning' of sObjects as they are running. the program-to discover why they

make thq,choices they do and how they peredive what they Are doing. 'The'
.objective: is 'to observe Me types bf operationi- th; human ".1inki" perform

!Iv

.

4

a
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in transferring information from one model to another and therby to arrive

at,sonie understanding of what part of.that°process can-be automated and what
4-

rules should' guide the automation.

* . *

HUB pegyidestwo distinctive bbnefits

with mode.ling met1644O4ys..

forthis kind of experimenta

First, it allOws tht research team to structure the experiMental set-

ting, controlling.access to kesources and providIng the same information to

all of the subjects:.: At the same time, this stwucture is easTto use; thus,

differences in the approaches of different subjectswIll- have less to do

with .2),1114. in using computerlprogiams than.with theirAfferent perceptions

of the problem and thepotimibilities for solving thoLe probleMs.'

Even more critical to the experimental s6tting are HUB's capabilities

for monitoring the flowtf information among partitcipants and programs in

the workspace; its automatic recordkeeping capabilities that.provide complete

'records of the substance of theeinformation exchange; th4Popportunities for

unobtrusive observation, so that the researchera,sp,mote subtleties that

may4lot be captured by the transcripts ok monitor data; and the OppoAunity

forobtrusive.observatior-that is, .to ibteract with the Stbajects as they,

are performing the assigned tasks.

The'problemiVith the HUB environment ere much the same problems(that

occur in any experimental seiting. Firs, the tasks an d. setting are artifi-'

.ciail the approaches to saving the problemi, and the.commUnication Otterns

in particular, are likely to be somewhat artificial also. ii ttie experi-
.

menter's purpose is to identify"the.cultural considerations in linking gib-
. 4

A

models (or any other mbdeling problem), he or she should be awatethat the

sysem changes the culture of the subject.

,The observation po§abilities that are a benefit to.the experimenter

are also a.possible 1iab.iity. SObjects in,all viperiMents tend to perform

for the observerS. And eNien.thoUgh the observers may never interact with ,

. Xhi subjects, HUB is always nriii0dintthe iUbjects that 'someone is or
I ;

not present.

5,

;
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Finally, the HUB environment mar itself constrain the possibilities for

thkway the subjects transfpr information from submodule submodule.. The

program workspace,does not giVe then access bp the full power of tfte cow- ,

puter--power that certainly would be ava4able to the modeler or computer *,

,

programmer constructing a link. Thus, the human linking processes obserVed

may demonstrate the way that models can be linked in HUB m6re than the best'

way.to link models.
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.SOM OTHER *PROMISING 'USES 'OP' HUB

FOR EMPIRICAL DEATLOPMENT OF MODELING METHODOLOGY
..4,-

Use of the program workspilice to develop a representation of a complex

decision-making proCess.. A prOliminary model program might be run in

a program workspace. One member of the modeling team (or test stbjecis)

would run the program, suspending it at various'points to ask for in-

formation and ts.o make decisions. ,Other members of the team might then

analyze these decisions in terms of the points at which the decisiOn-

maker stops/the model, the types of information sought, and the comp4ex-
.

ity of the decision. This,analysis would guide them in formally repre-
1

senting the decision-making process.

'",Use of the programworkspace to test an "intelligent" model4, . There

has been some work to include in simulation models,a representation of

an "intelligenthyolicymaker's perceptions of the world and his or her

creative responses. Such a model might be tested in a program work-

space. The model'could be run *with diferent configurations for the

perdeptual/problemrsolving module. The performance of these various

configurations could.,then be compared,to that of,(l) an individuaX
4

human actor presented with the same..inforMattanv (2) a grouio of human

..elors; and (3) a group of human actors who haVe toeèn given specific

Pofitical or bureaucratic roles to guide their decisions.

Use of thl? program workspace to analyze the ptrudture'of a model. A

Model program could be included in a prograM workspace,with a series of

programs that detect and analyze the.structural features of the model.

For, example, One program.might analyze the strength of.every feedback

loop in the model; the group could then discus's vhether or not these

Joops seem plausiblegand represent medhanisms,that can be4explained in

the real world. If not, they cap "mock Ap" changes in .the model'amif

test the 'new itructure. .

t.

p.
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Modeling Choices:
A Framework for Evaluation

4.,
IP

This report has outlined some uses of HUD that wethink are promising.

These uses range from ones that are immediately and pkactically attractive. 4

A

to ones that are more exploratory-and require some real...risk-takingr. They .

all reflect what we believe to be the strengths of the HUB smstem for the

modeling.process.

Over the next two years, we will be testing HUB in field settings. We

hope to have the opportunity to otiserve ifs use in situatiOns.like those

described in the scenarios. But we -alao r4c64nizethat there may tie other

sitUations in which HUB is as useful or more'useful:44. To evaluate these

situations, we need to place them in some frameworkt to Locate elm on a

kind of map of the modeling world.

How do we draw such a map? What territories would it span? What lines

mark its boundaries?

Many qpproaches to evaluation are Available to us, from both the hard

and'soft sciences. Howeveri our particular tesk- -facilitating communication,

Cnt
in a group modeling context- -inclines us toward the evaluation methodologies

\ .

the softer sciences.
(

one promising approach uses a systems framework io Capture the essence

Wthe modeling process.* By matching the characteristics of 108 with'a

'given modeling task, we are able to determine the .kinds of modeling efforts

1most likely to benefit from the HUB approach.

4

*Seb P. B. Checkiand,."The DeVelopment of Systems Thinking by Systdems *.
.Practice - -A Methodology from.,an Action Research Program," Progress in Cyber-

netics and.Systems Research, vol. 2, Hemisphere Publishing'Corp., 1975;
Checkland, "A Systeis MAp of the Universe," Journal of Systems Engineering,
vol.42, no. 2, 1971; and Checkland, "Towards a Systems-based Mbthodology
for Real-,World Problem Solving," Journal.of Systems Engineering, vol. 3,
nO. 2, 1972.
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As a preliminary step toward building such a systems framework, we ask
.

again the three questions suggested at tte beginning of the seCond chapter:
0

Whai is being modeled?
- Why is it being!modaled?

How should it be modeled?

The range of responses to these qustions constitutes-a taxonomy of choices

in the modeling prochss. When expanded, the questions provide a systems

evaluation map of the modeling task.

Inexploring what is being modeled, we will want to examine the Modelers.

perceptions. of the problem being modeled.. Obviously,'the modelers themselves

'may not be in unanimous agreement. To represent these perceptions in.terms

of our systems framework, we must determine: the goal or goalS of the model...

ing task; the structure of thp problem 'space; the activieies or functions

within that space; and the control ot management dimensions-of-the-problem.

It.is impOrtant to deterMine-the final purpose, ot end use; of the

model. The expected end use will affect both'what sort of. information is.

emphasized during the modeling process and how it gets transferred among

modeling participants. End uses generallyfall withiwond'or more of 'the

folloWing categories: exploration or explanationof phertmena, prediction,

planning, learning and teaching, in0 methoddlogical developbent.

. The crux of the 'actual modeling activity is'how it should be oarried

out. Much material is.available in this area, and a great number of proto=

cols have been Suggested. Our aim, during this evaluation Process, is,to

'suggest and enumerate the multitude of decision choices.open to the'modeler.

Some of the issues alit would be considered here can be found in the systems

evaluation map'in Table 1.
e

The framework we have outlined is certainly not a dOmplete Aap of the

modeling "space..11 But it begins'to define a range of choicesin the mbdellt

ing process that miry or may not beell suite4 to the HUB environment or

that mail, affect the way that HUBis used in the modeling procss. As we

test HUB, we will be expanding and refining this map. We will try to lo-

cats both successful and unsuCOOssful use* of HUB. WS will try to identil.

fy choice* that seem to be oritically linked to HUB. Through this e

tion, me hope to be able to answer the question tnitt.opened tbis.reports

What should've. A with HUB noir that weAlre jpt ft?

34r)
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TABLE ls A SYSTEMS EVALUATION FRAHM*

4

WHAT ;8 MING HOMED?

This cetegory-concerns the modeler'S peroeptions
of the system being modeled, perceptions that
might be organized according tos

a

Structure
.

a coMplex or simple sylltem?
en ill-defined or well-defined system?
a changing-or stable system?.'

* 'Goals

to,maintain stability?
to 11111XiMi Me order?.

. to minimize order?
to approach 410MO "n tural" nd?,

(Alone

single or multiple .f ctions?
eystem-defining func ons?
syatem-dependent fund ns?

Control

.controlled.by internol forces not subject
to change?-

controlled.by a few critical external
decisipo'points?

,

, controlled by numerous, not well-known
external decisibn points?

WHY IS,IT HEING,HODELED?

The expected end use of a model might be described .

in +tem of ,one or more of the folloWing categoriess
,o

.

Explortion/explanetion.

to explain phenomena?
to identify causes of undesixed eystem

performancei
to underatand operation of the aystem?
to provide input ti another model or

anelysis?

,lanning

OP to explore alternatives?
to peeect long-term effects of decisioas?

4, to raise policy:issues? .

71
.

Learning and teaching

tO InProve ofeeminiimtion among actors in
situation?.

to develop skills in decision*msking ine
Oemplex systems?

to learn to conceptualise a eomplex system?
,to influence !Mesons lpe's PAW model?

4.4

Methodological development

to develop a new modeling technique?
* to test or demoniltirate a new modeling

technique?

,

AO Or
. HOW SH4ULD IT HE MODEL607.

Modelers make numerous cholees about the way
, that a system ehould be modeled, including
choices idthe following categories:

Organisation k

5

multisite or single site?
well-defined division of responsibility?
team approach, flexible division of

responsibility?
short-term or law-term?

Communication between builder and Wmr,

continuous or intermittent?
at beginning and end only?
written, telephone, face-to-face,

t, computer-based?
tformal presentations?

training?

4,menunication among buildeks

Oighly etructured or relatkvely
unitructured?

face-to-face, telephone, written,
omputer-based?

graphics?

Software choices
,

wodeling language?
analysis packages?
interactive or batch?
.display packages?

/

Hardware choices

local cosputer?

network computer?

Modeling techniques

numerical? .

structural?.
input-output?

, II

econometric?
systems dynamic?
deterministic Or probAilistic?
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